
Whipping out a Nikon ForestryPro Hypsometer 
(laser measure), Justin double-checks the volumes 
left standing, saying, “We cannot work on a total 
continuous-cover forestry basis because of the 
deer. We will restock early next year, mixing some 
conifer in with the broadleaves. This exercise will 
be repeated further along into the wood until all 
of it has regenerated. This woodland may be at 
risk, as Chalara is not far away.”

Summarising his observations into a Philips 
dictaphone (with Dragon speech-writing 
software) Justin signs off this woodland, the first 
of three visits to client woodland holdings in 
Oxfordshire, during a day in his working life. 

Lockhart Garratt, an environmental planning 
and forestry consultancy, was founded in 1998 
by foresters John Lockhart and Graham Garratt. 
Today, the company has two offices, in Corby 
(Northants) and Chipping Norton (Oxon). Thirty 
staff work hard to support a range of clients, 
from estate owners to local councils, building 
developers and quarry owners, across central 
England and East Anglia.

Lockhart Garratt’s forestry and woodland 
management services are complemented by 
ecology (councils and developer clients); 
arboriculture (mainly developer and estate 
clients); landscape architecture and green 
infrastructure (LAGI) (councils and developers 

include mapping, visual impact assessments, 
green landscaping schemes); and minerals and 
waste (landscaping around quarries and reverting 
land back to woodland). With 12,000 hectares of 
land under Lockhart Garratt’s management at 
any one time, the forestry department, 
comprising seven foresters, currently manages 
9,000 hectares of woods.

Working from the Corby office, Justin is the 
first point of contact for new enquiries. He 
spends two days a week on forestry, ensuring 
that all woodlands are managed commercially 
within the wider landscape. He says, “We are 
lowland woodland managers and our work must 
be landscape led, be it working with agriculture, 
shooting, or minerals.”

Now 42, Justin grew up on a livestock/soft 
fruit farm in Worcestershire. Following a degree 
in Land Management from Reading University, he 
backpacked across India, Nepal, Hong Kong and 
Australia. He found Nepalese reforestation 
projects, designed to provide flooding alleviation 
in Bangladesh, fascinating. Wanting to work 
abroad, he studied temperate and tropical forestry 
on the MSc in Resource Management at 
Edinburgh University. For the World Bank and 
Ministry of Water & Forests, he worked in 
Brazzaville, Republic of Congo, surveying tracts of 
forests for the potential rehoming of orphan 
gorillas whose parents had been killed for 
bushmeat. 

In 1999, joining Lockhart Garratt as assistant 
forester to the directors, he wrote grant 
applications for the new instructions coming 

in, getting to know local woodland officers and 
the FC along the way. His first tender documents 
for timber sales were written for an estate in 
Grantham. “Marketing 8,000 cubic hoppus feet 
(two tranches) combined the different aspects of 
the business and brought me into contact with 
contractors and timber merchants.” Lessons in 
removing timber cleanly from the forest, at the 
right time of year, with minimal forest floor 
disturbance, and presenting it well to buyers 
were invaluable. 

Ice-covered puddles crack pleasingly underfoot 
on a track leading to English Farms’ ten-
hectare woodlands. Chartered Forester, 

Chartered Environmentalist and Managing 
Director of Lockhart Garratt Justin Mumford 
writes out his ‘Point of Work’ risk assessment 
form, photographs it, and uploads it to the client 
file.

Slivers of winter sunlight silhouette a 
Timberjack 1110C and contractor Geoff Edwards 
waiting at the woodland gate. The forwarder’s 
trailer is full with the last of five loads of ash and 
sycamore, cut motor-manually, on a 30 per cent 
thinning. In two years’ time, these stems will be 
further reduced into 500 billets, some of the 30 
tonnes of biomass needed per year to heat an 
outdoor lap pool at the property.

Walking into this broadleaf wood, Geoff 
highlights 24-foot ash lengths (approx. 1.5 
tonne) earmarked for selling off site to a local 
sawmill, returning a small income to the owner. 
Beside a newly cleared one-acre landscaping 
strip, leading the eye back to the main house, 
sycamore regeneration abounds, as do deer-
browsed tips. Justin exclaims to Geoff, “This area 
looks brilliant.” For Forestry Journal, Justin clarifies, 
“It contained elder, a failed area of coppice and a 
lot of ash. The basal area was in the high thirties. 
We have brought it down to the late teens.”

A day in the working life of…

Justin Mumford, MSc FICFor CEnv

Main drive up to the Nettlebed estate office; an ANSW beech wood thinned last year. Justin Mumford.

English Farms woodland. Contractor Geoff Edwards, 
of Thames Valley Firewood, with a Timberjack 
1110C forwarder loaded with ash and sycamore, 
the last of five loads thinned late last autumn.
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His first ‘direct’ client was a market gardener 
in Evesham who had bought 70 hectares of 
unmanaged birch and alder (once producing 
Harris brush handles) planted up in the early 
1950s on a PAWS site. “He wanted to reintroduce 
active woodland management for a new 
shooting enterprise. The wood needed structure, 
flushing points and infrastructure. We improved 
the forest roads, the rides (and biodiversity) and 
developed a thinning programme, returning a 
steady income from firewood sales in the early 
years, initially taking out 250–300 tonnes per 
session to fit around the shooting season. The 
client is still with us and has recommended us to 
others who want woodland advice.” 

In 2010, Justin took over as Managing Director 
when Graham Garratt left. “As a forest manager, 
I had no formal training in how to manage 
people or how to strategically plan a business. 
Much of my work centres around business 
development and how to manage teams. 
Recently, I completed the Chartered 
Management Institute qualification. Having a 

wider education is really useful. I need to make 
sure everyone has a good understanding of 
where they want to go in their own career, so 
that we can then help them develop as part of 
Lockhart Garratt.” 

Justin works three days a week on business 
development, calling clients to check that they 
are satisfied with Lockhart Garratt’s work, or 
meeting them at industry events as Regional 
Chair of Confor in East England. He ensures that 
staff are supported and empowered to make their 
own decisions ‘on the ground’, listening often 
and sharing an idea (or feedback) when needed. 
“We want our staff’s skills to develop. I monitor 
work flows (too much and too little), work 
enjoyment and whether it is discharged 
efficiently. We identify skills gaps, perhaps pairing 
up colleagues to learn from each other, or areas 
where technology and external training can 
move the business forward.” Lockhart Garratt 
won the Investors in People Bronze Award 2016 
for their staff development programme.

Chanting the mantra, “ERIC: Eliminate, 

Reduce, Inform, Control,” he explains that the 
forestry team have just completed the FISA 
Forestry Works Manager and Main Contractor 
training course, ensuring that each can assess the 
risks in front of them and that all owners are 
discharging their responsibilities with regards to 
health and safety. “We have had good buy-in 
from staff and contractors. It has brought us up 
to a new level, with only a bit more form filling.”

Sponsoring three educational prizes 
(Myerscough College, Harper Adams and the 
Royal Forestry Society Award for Excellence) 
works well for all. “Students get recognition, a 
small bursary and a trophy. We get to know the 
students. I am currently reading thirty CVs for 
next year’s placement.” Tomorrow, with an 
independent marketing company, he is analysing 
the results of an anonymous questionnaire asking 
staff, ‘What can Lockhart Garratt do better or 
differently?’.

Running ‘networking breakfasts’ for local 
planners and developers (LAGI clients), up to 
thirty attendees have the opportunity to network 
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(Left) In the English Farms woodland a 24-foot ash length (approx. 1.5 tonne) ear-
marked for selling offsite and returning a small income to the owner. (Above) Justin 
double-checks the volumes left standing using a Nikon ForestryPro Hypsometer 
(laser measure).

(Left) Wyfold Court: an even-aged and ‘unresilient’ ASNW beech woodland (with holly understorey).
(Below) Small felling coup at the back of Wyfold Court’s mansion. “Last year, we had Jim Broom from 
Newton Rigg on a one-year placement and a Canadian Prince of Wales Award student for three months. 
The biggest surprise was the scale Canadians work at. Our student called a 120-hectare woodland-crea-
tion job ‘small’.”



and to hear from speakers such as Ed Suttie (BRE) 
on the use of timber in construction and 
buildings. “Ed and I sit on the Grown in Britain 
Executive, a strong, simple brand and very easy to 
implement. Trying to get everyone to sign up to 
it…”

Last year, Lockhart Garratt commenced a 
project with the Woodland Trust to assess PAWS 
woodlands (free to the client). “In September, for 
Buckinghamshire County Council (now a direct 
client), we surveyed 20 hectares of woodland for 
underlying archaeology and environmental 
features and produced a plan for thinning 
operations. We are taking out some European 
larch and Scots pine and safeguarding some for 
management to full rotation. We have 
safeguarded veteran trees (oak pollard) and 
enhanced the environment for areas of wood 
sorrel and dog’s mercury.” Thirty sites have been 
surveyed so far.

Wyfold Court’s woodlands lie within the larger 
grounds containing an old mansion – converted 
into luxury apartments – and three housing 
developments. “Eighty owners have input on 
management. Luckily, Board Chairman Amanda 
Steadman is brilliant at taking differing opinions 
and consolidating them when emotions run high. 
Geoff, who is very good with the residents, 
finished here last week.”

Behind the mansion, the only sign left from 
Geoff’s 25 per cent thin is bright red and says 
‘Footpath Closed’. 

We are joined by Lockhart Garratt’s Director of 
Arboriculture Nick Bolton and his BGI Phantom 
drone – a service he undertakes for the company 
a couple of times a month. Justin says, “Nick will 
check the canopy distribution and accurately 
map the perimeter of a small new coup we have 
created. Restocking in two weeks’ time, we will 
use tight clusters of oak (to draw them up 
straight) protected with 1.5 metre guards, 
surrounded by some hornbeam. The footage will 
be shown at the residents’ meeting in three 
weeks’ time.” Nick suggests working in 3D 
mapping mode for the presentation.

There are no royal (or VIP) over-flights taking 
place and the risk assessment form is filled in. An 
iPhone is attached to the operating handset and 
flight parameters set. Nick says, “We fly at a 
maximum height of 400 foot, 500 metres away 
in any direction (visual line of sight).” The drone 
levitates, buzzing like an angry wasp. Nearby, a 
dog barks incessantly.

Justin enjoys getting the best value from the 
best timber product and finding new markets. 
“We work closely with Euroforest, Mendip 
Forestry and others. In the last few months, more 
softwood has gone into fencing markets than 
usual for this time of year. Spring may see strong 
softwood prices. The export market is interesting. 
We did quite a lot with ash, hurling sticks to 
Ireland and small amounts to Morgan cars 
(chassis). Last year, from Nettlebed Estate, we 
marketed a small amount of beech for export to 
India for plywood. This year they want up to eight 
containers, 25 tonnes per container. Even with a 
rise in shipping costs, it makes a higher premium 
(35–40 per cent) than firewood or local markets.”

At Nettlebed Estate, the drivers for woodland 
management are timber production, the shoot 

”
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and landscape. Deer control is taken seriously 
throughout the 450 hectares of mixed woodlands 
(ASNW beech and conifer). Justin says, “The 
conifer grows well for a time. As the roots move 
through clay cap into the underlying chalk, the 
trees suffer from base element deficiencies and 
the needles start to yellow (chlorosis). We 
manage the woods on a 60 per cent shelterwood 
and 40 per cent clearfell basis. We do modest 
fells, the largest being 3.5 hectares.”

Access to the conifer is through an area of 
beech cleared of six hectares of rhododendron 
two years ago. Around and inside a pheasant pen 
grows very tall, very straight P1963 Douglas fir. 
“We will work here in the summer. I need to 
work out the volumes to remove and to then tie 
them in with another parcel.” He whips out a 
relascope (Cruiser’s Crutch) and gets a basal area 
of 38. “We will take it down to late teens.”

Justin’s industry roles (Confor and the CLA) 
take up one to two days a month. Becoming 
Chair of Confor’s Eastern Region ten years ago, he 
began public speaking. “The first topic was tree 
protection. I was terrified. For the joint Royal 
Forestry Society/Confor ‘How to Make Woodlands 
Pay’ conference held last November, I talked on 
forestry budgets: past, present and future. Prior to 
1987, there were very few mechanical harvesters. 
I estimate that there are now 1,200 machines in 
the country.” He now enjoys the post-speech 
buzz and writing regional updates for Confor 
members.

In April, Lockhart Garratt is running an 
afternoon of continued professional development 
(CPD) for the Agricultural Law Association (land 
agents, solicitors and bank managers) on the tax 
benefits that woodlands afford if managed 
commercially. “Talking about what constitutes 
commercial management to rural professionals 
brings forestry into the wider sphere so others 
can see where it fits.”

For his own forestry CPD, he is a member of 
the ICF and the RFS. He is looking forward to the 
RFS Agroforestry Conference in June. 
“Agroforestry would benefit clients that have 
livestock. One has a sheep enterprise and another 
has free-range poultry; both would benefit from 
bringing in some tree cover.”

For his business CPD, he says RFS President Dr 
Sophie Churchill’s book (The Art of the Chief 
Executive), which identifies what is needed and 
how to implement change, was very helpful. “I 
know where this business wants to go. We have 
ambitious plans to expand our geographic 
spread. Lockhart Garratt has a young team with 
much of our careers ahead of us. I have to make 
sure I bring 29 other people with me and that 
they are happy and feel part of it, and that 
between us, we can make it happen.” 

www.lockhart-garratt.co.uk
Carolyne Locher

(From the top) 
Wyfold Court: LG Director of Arboriculture Nick 
Bolton with drone. If this entry-level BGI Phantom 
with 360-degree sensors and maximum forward 
operating speeding of 15 mph loses contact with 
Nick, it will fly back to where it took off.

Live feed from the drone. Nick Bolton subcontracts 
the drone service to Lockhart Garratt a couple of 
times a month. He works mostly on development 
sites for owners wanting to know that retained trees 
are being protected, and for tree surveys saving the 
cost of climbing for a second opinion and where a 
tree canopy may reveal evidence of disease.

Justin demonstrates a relascope (Cruiser’s Crutch) 
basal volume measure.

From FC research, we know 
beech or pine may need a 
basal area of 17 for natural 
regeneration to grow under 
the existing canopy.

“


